Dear WakeMed Volunteer,

Recognition of each of our volunteers’ time and support for WakeMed Health & Hospitals, it’s patients, families and staff is an honor. Your time and service are truly appreciated by patients, families and WakeMed staff.

Every individual volunteer’s accumulated service hours have been reviewed. Those of you who have reached a milestone since last year will find your award pin enclosed. You will also find a list of award recipients based on cumulative hours through September 2017 and the FY17 Annual Report, which highlights the many ways you make the WakeMed mission possible.

The award system is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Hours</th>
<th>Award Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 hours</td>
<td>Plain pin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 through 900 hours</td>
<td>Pins reflect hours of service in 100-hour increments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 hours and above</td>
<td>Pins reflect hours of service in 500-hour increments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you have questions about the award system, or if you would like to know your cumulative number of service hours, please do not hesitate to contact the staff in Volunteer Services at:

Cary Hospital: 919-350-2363
Raleigh Campus: 919-350-8293

Thank you for your support and commitment to provide excellent service to all guests, patients and staff.

Most sincerely,

Jackie Kennedy
Manager, Volunteer Services

Chris Gage
Director, Guest, Retail & Volunteer Services
December 2017

Dear WakeMed Volunteer,

Recognition of each of our volunteers’ time and support for WakeMed Health & Hospitals, its patients, families and staff is an honor. Your time and service as a community sewing volunteer are truly appreciated. From the tiny baby caps and blankets to the lap robes, huggables, memory quilts and much more, you provide that personal, caring touch that makes such a difference to the patients and visitors served by our hospital.

Thank you for your support and commitment to the comfort and well-being of your community. Enclosed you will find the FY17 Annual Report which highlights the many ways WakeMed Volunteers make the WakeMed mission possible everyday.

Most sincerely,

Jackie Kennedy
Manager, Volunteer Services

Chris Gage
Director, Guest, Retail & Volunteer Services
Our Volunteers brighten our lives

2017 Volunteer Services Annual Award List

Thank you to The Volunteers at WakeMed Cary Hospital and The Volunteers at WakeMed Raleigh Campus for your many hours of service.

55,000-Hour Pin
Susie Holmes

18,000-Hour Pin
Palma Ayars

13,000-Hour Pin
David Greybill

12,000-Hour Pin
Barbara Brooks

9,000-Hour Pin
Gail Rasdorf

8,500-Hour Pin
Lorraine Shapcott

8,000-Hour Pin
Madeline Hamady

5,000-Hour Pin
Janet Kretzschmar

4,500-Hour Pin
Emma Voigt

4,000-Hour Pin
Ruth Allbert
Elaine Hoffman

3,500-Hour Pin
Denise Galloway
Franklin Johnson

3,000-Hour Pin
Susan Alvey
Barbara Copperwheat
Barbara Harraghy
Cindy Larsen
Charlotte Montillo
Gail Owen
Georgetta Paskoff
Ellen Plumblee
Timothy Shoriak

2,500-Hour Pin
David Brantley
Sue Busa
Mildred Chavis
Joe Esmond
Anne Joyner
Shirley Preston
Kathy Rembrandt
Sharon Thompson

2,000-Hour Pin
Jessica McNinch
James Miller
Marilyn Mitchell
Susan ReCorr
Michael Schuler

1,500-Hour Pin
Shirley Binkley
Anke Chignell
Carol Dahle
Charlotte Duncan
Pearl Fowler
Sarah Hodges
Colette Hudgins
Robert McAllister
Hannah Moyles
Melvin Perkins
Natalie Rand
Treva Thompson

1,000-Hour Pin
Sharlene Frazier
Paul Fausneault
Karen Jensen
Cynthia Taylor
Betty Costello
Jane Warner
Terry Rimmer
Madhu Ramanan
Robert Itotia
Jim Ryals
John Grau
Margaret Haigler
Kevin Gaffney
Marge Hoffmann
Robert Gelinas
Prentice (Luther) Faircloth
Larry Hemmings
Betty Sawicki
Denise Sumiel
Willa Wilkinson
Mara Comas
Jean Laudon
Tiffany Long
Samuel Collins
Melissa McPherson

900-Hour Pin
Loretta Consiglio
Susan Coulter
William Eberbach
Marion Greaux
Jan Holt
William Park
Nancye Slagle
Mary Walsh
Jacqueline Winston

800-Hour Pin
Audrey Addo
Tandra Burson
Cynthia Cruell
Demetra Dixson
Sarah Fenner
Luanne Hill
Janet Jennings
Sara Kirk
Sharon LaRusch
Renate Little
Laverne McCloskey
Barbara Papp
Priscilla Smith

700-Hour Pin
Janice Haywood
Sol Hochler
Patricia Keeley
Elizibeth Noles
Gloria Otero
Gerry Werner
Steve Yee
600-Hour Pin
Katrina Akins
Mary Lynn Barnett
Mary ‘Lavenia’ Bowie
Vernon Burkhart
Twila Carrisaless-Gomez
Madeline Desrosiers
Sherman Driver
Carolyn Duncan
Lois Dziedzic
Denise Feighery
Bianca Fordham
Danna Freeman
Molly Gallion
Cory Harrison
Margaret Huels
Candy Loding
Jo Ann Mara
Alix Peters
Delta Prince
Lynn Scott
JoAnne Simpson
Brenda Yarbrough

500-Hour Pin
Emma Aeppli
Marjane Chow
James Davis
Rosa Davis
Jean Holloway
Judith Klotz
Lucille Lambert
Linda Lapp
Shashi Laroia
Catherine McDonnell
Jeanette Rice
Ruthvik Shashidhar
Kenneth Shorsher
Anameeka Singh
Pamela Thompson
Stewart Toms
Thomas Trochum
Laura Wilson

400-Hour Pin
Theresa Baker
Nancy Battiste
Kathy Begun
Vinetta Bell
Joan Bird
Joan Bonti
Anita Boonen
Linda Carroll
Myra Crowley
Eric Hall
Yasmin Khan
Lynn Lashley
Brenda Millar
Laura Miller
Abida Mushtaq
Denise Rohr
Carol Weathersbee

300-Hour Pin
Dolores Alonso
Gail Boyd
Ann Brown
Bethel Bullock
Linda Butler
Douglas Blake
Bharadwaj
Chinalapati
Euna Cho
Breanna Christman
Janice Coates
Suzanne Zeok

200-Hour Pin
Suha Ahmed
Susan Barbati
Karin Beaty
Marie Brid
Susan Bristol
Jodi Brown
Dale Clement
Wyatt Coggins
Bridget Collins
Carolyn Crisci
Margaret Crutchfield
Donna Daniels
Felicia Davis
Donna Ditomasso
Priti Doshi
Khánh Duong
Janice Farnsworth
Sheela George
Maggie Gill
Ashley Hanes Penrod
Kenneth Harrison
Gale Hartline
Allonia Holmes
Rebecca Kalsbeek
Daniel Kamarykowski
Christine Ketner
Carol Kunkel
Robert Lukaszewski
Jane Marshall
Ricardo Martinez
Holly McCoy
David Moore
Cara Mowery
Kitty Parker
Larry Parks
June Phillips
Elaine Plummer
Jill Pollock

100-Hour Pin
Judy Richardson
Jeffrey Schmitt
Hazel Slocumb
Robert (Bob) Smith
Louise Somers
Matthew Torres
Estrella Ventura
Craig Wilson
Kay Wriggelsworth

Geoff Rhynne
Diana Rutherford
Sandra Schmitt
Teresa Scofield
Joyce Serra
Rosemarie Sholl
Adonna Simpson-Lewis
Pamela Stelmack
Ponni Theetharappan

Shiraifali Kaul
Michael Kelmel
Brenda Kimble
Barbara King
Keri Lanier
Harold Lenick
Tamika Leverette-McCall
Sharon Lies
Hannah Lugiano
Neha Majety
Tricia Maldonado
Mary Jo Manzik
Tabitha Marcum
Catherine Mason
Christopher Mazzara
David Meyer
Elias Mohammad
Amber Monroe
Sharon Mulgrew
Linda Nguyen
Karen Nwainokpor
Robin Overton
Urvi Patel
Jaye Piet
Madeline Ray
James Rigsbee
Luis Rivera
Monique Rogers
Christina Rupert
Nedda Seif
McKenna Seward
Hannah Sexton
Barbara Sigmon
Seema Singh
Leo Stander
Nancy Stokes
Mickey Strong
Amber Sullivan
Ganesh Tangella
Margaret Thomas
Oluwole Thompson
Deborah Thompson
William Trotman
Allison Tu
Jesus Vargas
Joan Vinson
Kevin Wang
Charles White
Frances Ellison White
Fee Yue
Moriah Zarzar
Suzanne Zeok
50-Hour Pin
Celeste Abreu
Julieanna Acosta
Cameron Agner
Asiyah Ahmad
Imuetinyan-Osa Aibangbee
Chelsea Akabueze
Elyssa Alvarez
Susan Alvey
Laura Anderson
Dominick Arnold
Eiman Azam
Sidak Bachher
Laura Balow
Hadi Barakat
Donald Bargy
Kayleigh Beford
Catherine Bell
Vineet Bhardwaj
Nicholas Biondo
Christie Booden
Sequoya Boseman
Anna Boyer
Trina Boyer
Katy Britton
Warren Bugg
Russ Bullock
Monica Campos
Peggy Caneveni
Richard Carson
Nicole Castillo
Terese Chando
Peter Cheng
Shaily Chheda
Albert Choi
Kai Coppage
Neil Cornwell
Emily Cottengim
Lauren Dattilo
Barb Davis
Rishi Desai
Michele Dolitka
David Driggs
Nura Elhentaty
Jada Enoch
Morgan Estes
Anna Fields
Krisann Fogarty
Maria Forte
Bryna Freeman
Shane Freeman
Holly Fryman
Arianna George
Ashwin Ghadiyaram
Janette Gingue
Haritha Godavarthi
Jack Gomperts
Grace Goodwin
Kathleen Grinter
Leslie Haller
Rashaad Hayes
Ashlyn Heck
Beth Holloway
Melissa Horton
Mary Hull
Lindsey Humphrey
Seema Hussain
Zara Imam
Aryan Jain
Bergen Johnson
Mary Johnson
Allison Jones
Nicholas Jurado
Batool Karim Delavar
Myongju Kim
Gary King
Elise Laffitte
Kathy Lancaster
Pamela Landaverde
Yasi Langdale
Kimberly Lauer
Veronica Lavelle
Thomas Lawler
Charis Lowe
Thu Luong
Sonia Manocha
Ashley Mayone
Michael McGee
Barbara Mineiro
Shooka Minouei
Melody Moezzi
Mohammad
Mohammad
Meredith Morgan
Melanie Mudge
Madeleine Murray
Elaine Nagle
Pat Nobles
Sarah O’Brien
Madeline O’Reilly
Deepa Padmonkar
Jane Paige
Felicitas Papasin
Beas Patel
Neal Patel
Brittany Payne
Abhinaya Perumbedu
Marc Pion
Ishita Pothiwal
Naimi Pothiwal
Bhadresh Prajapati
Melissa Price
Devanshi Rana
Maxwell Riach
Brandon Richardson
Sydney Rojas
Franklin Rush
Roger Sachan
Marjan Samimi
McKenzie Schrick
Catherine Scocca
Sonam Shah
Samantha Skavicus
Kathleen Smith
Peggy Smith
Samantha Smith
Alex Spencer
Michelle Starling
Pei-Lin Su
Ammar Syed
Jasmine Taft
Kristie Taylor
Hayley Thornton
Cherish Thrash
Nadia Toma
Sarah Tubia
Jamari Tyson
Ana Vargo
Padmakalyani
Vasudevan
Lauren Waskowicz
Marybeth Welch
Kathleen Widelski
Sabina Wlazlo
Cascalheiro
Katherine Wong
Noelle Woods